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Abstract 
Quantum algebras provide a natural algebraic setting for q-special functions. The matrix elements of certain algebra 
generators in irreducible representations are in fact expressible in terms of q-hypergeometric series. Taking the quantum 
algebra ~'~(su(1, )) as example, we shall show that its metaplectic representation provides a group-theoretic setting for 
certain basic orthogonal polynomials generalizing the usual Gegenbauer polynomials. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of special functions of mathematical physics is well known to be deeply rooted in the 
theory of Lie algebras and groups. In specific irreducible representations, these functions appear as 
matrix elements of group operators, and also as basis vectors of the representation spaces. This 
interpretation provides a vantage standpoint in the study of the properties of special functions, 
since generating relations, orthogonality properties and addition formulas are naturally obtained 
within this algebraic setting [24-26, 29]. 
• It appears now clear that the so-called basic or q-special functions [15] are similarly related to 
the representation theory of quantum algebras and quantum groups. Indeed, using q-exponentials 
to mimic the exponential mapping from the algebra to the group, an algebraic interpretation of
various q-hypergeometric series and of many q-orthogonal polynomials has been developed within 
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the representation theory of various quantum algebras [1, 5-14, 17, 18, 23]. As in the case of the 
ordinary special functions, this algebraic setting allows deriving properties of those q-special 
functions, which would have been hard to obtain otherwise. This approach based on quantum 
algebras is parallel [13] to the equivalent one based on the corresponding quantum groups [19-22, 
27, 28], it is simple and fruitful and often offers computational simplicity. 
Here, we shall illustrate this quantum algebra approach by discussing the metaplectic repres- 
entation of the real form ~'q(su(1, 1)) of the quantum algebra ~/q(s/(2)) and its connection with 
certain q-orthogonal polynomials, generalizing the ordinary Gegenbauer polynomials. Using this 
interpretation, we shall derive various formulas and examples of generating functions for these 
polynomials. 
In our approach, an important role is played by the following two q-exponential functions [15] 
1 1 
eq(z) = n =~o ~ zn =--,(z;q)~ IZl < 1, (1.Xa) 
qn(n- 1)/2 
Eq(z) = - -  zn = ( - z; q)~,  (1.1b) 
n = o (q ;  q)n  
where, for a and a arbitrary complex numbers, (a; q), stands for the q-shifted factorial 
(a;q)~ 
(a; q)~ = (aq~; q)-----~, (1.2) 
with 
(a;q)~ = f i  (1 -aqk) ,  Iql < 1. (1.3) 
k=O 
We recall that eq(z)Eq( - z) = 1, and that limq_~ 1- eq(z(1 - q)) = limq _, 1- Eq(z(1 - q)) = e z. We shall 
denote by Tz the q-dilatation operator which acts as 
TzO(z )  = O(qz),  (1.4) 
on functions of the variable z; out of it, the q-difference operators 
D~ = z- l (1 - Tz) ,  (1.5a) 
Dz = z- l(1 - T,-1), (1.5b) 
are constructed. For 2 a complex parameter, one has 
O + eq(2z) = 2eq(2z), (1.6a) 
D~- Eq(2z) = -- q -  ~ 2Eq(2z).  (1.6b) 
The basic hypergeometric series ,+ l~br is defined by [15] 
r+lC~,(ax,a2, . . . ,  at+l; bx . . . . .  b, ;q ,z )  = ~ (al ;q)n(az;q)n "'" (a,+l;q)n zn. (1.7) 
n=O ~ "  : " (br;q)n 
In the following we shall assume ]q] < 1. In this case, the series (1.7) converges absolutely for 
]z] < 1; it terminates if one of the numerator parameters {ai} is of the form q-m with m = O, 1,2 .... 
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2. Y/q(su(1, 1)) and the q-Gegenhauer polynomials 
The quantum universal enveloping algebra q/~(sl(2)) is the Hopf algebra generated by the 
elements ~', E-1, y and f satisfying the relations [4, 16] 
_ 
~y~'- 1= qy, ~'jT~'- 1 = q-  137,, [~ , jT ]  - -  -1 ' (2.1) 
q- -q  
and k'K r -  1 = ~- 1~ = 1. It will be convenient to use different base elements, k, k-  1, e andf  connected 
to the previous ones by the following transformation law" 
k = E-2, k-1 = ~2, e = (1 - q2)~-3~,  f=  (q2 __ 1)~'f. (2.2) 
The relations (2.1) become now 
kek- l  = q-2e, k fk - l  = q2f  e f -  q2fe = (1 - q2) (1  - kS) .  (2.3) 
In this basis, the coproduct A : qlq(sl (2)) ~ qlq(sl (2)) ® qlq(sl (2)), antipode S: ~q(sl (2)) --. dliq(sl (2)) 
and counit e:qlq(sl(2)) --. C are defined by 
A(k)=k®k,  A(e )=eQk +kZ®e,  A( f )=f®k -x +l®f ,  
S(k) = k -  1, S(e) = - q -  2k- 3e, S ( f )  = - q -  2kf  , 
e(k) = 1, e(e) = O, e( f )  = O, 
and e(1) = 1. 
(2.4) 
We will work with a representation f this algebra in the space ~¢g of holomorphic functions of 
the complex variable z. Using the polar decomposit ion z = pe i°, we shall endow this space with the 
following inner product [5] 
O) =  o(z) O(z) (q,, dqp(z) 
_ 1 dO dqp2Eq( - q(1 - q)p2) q~(peiO)d/(peiO), (2.5) 
2re 
where the q-integral in dqp 2 is defined according to the usual rule [15] 
f ( t )dot  = a(1 - q) f (aq" )q ' .  (2.6) 
n=O 
A basis in ~ is provided by the monomials 
h.(z) = z", (2.7) 
whose norm is easily found to be Fq(n + 1) = (q; q),/(1 - q)", the q-generalization of the Gamma 
function. 
A representation f the real form [21] ~/q(su(1, 1)) of the algebra °gq(sl(2)) in the space Yg can be 
easily given by taking the following realizations for the generators k, e and f :  
k = ql/2 Tz, e = (D~+) 2, f=  z 2 . (2.8) 
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The action of k, e and f on the basis function (2.7) is readily obtained 
kh,=q"+~/2h,, eh, = (1 - q")(1 - q"- l) h,_ 2, fh ,=h.+2.  (2.9) 
This representation decomposes into two irreducible components, with the invariant subspaces 
JC~t+) and ~(~-) spanned by the basis functions h,, with n even and odd, respectively. With 
a suitable rescaling of e and f, in the limit q ---, 1 - it reduces to the metaplectic representation f the 
algebra su(1, 1). 
Analogy with ordinary Lie theory suggests to consider the following operator in the completion 
of °llq(su(1, 1)): 
U (~, fl) = Eq~ (~f) Eq2 (fie). (2.10) 
In fact, as q --, 1 - the operator (2.10) reduces to the element e ' Je  t~e of the Lie group SU(1, 1). The 
matrix elements U~,-+)(~, fl) of the operator (2.10) in the spaces ~,vg~-+) are defined in the usual way 
oo 
U(ct, fl)h2. = ~ h2k lft+)tr'vk, t~,fl), (2.11a) 
k=O 
U(o¢,fl) h2n+l = ~ hEk+l U22)(o~,fl). (2.11b) 
k=O 
They can be explicitly computed with the help of the definition (1.1) and of identities involving 
q-shifted factorials. One has 
U~k +) (~, fl) = q.t.- 1~ +k(k- 1) (q; q2)n o~kfln 2(]) 1 q- 2k, q- 2n; q; q2, (2.12a) 
(q2; q2)k 
( U~2)(~,fl) = q ~n-1)+k~k-1) (qa;q2)~(q2;q2)k ~kfl"2~bl q- ek, q- 2,;q3;q2,._~ . (2.12b) 
This establishes most simply the connection between the (terminating) basic hypergeometric series 
2~b~ and the algebra ~lq(su(1, 1)). 
Other combinations of little and big q-exponentials can also be considered. For example, in the 
case of 
0 (~, fl) = eq2(fle)eq~(af), 
one similarly obtains 
~Jt+)trv q2kn (q;q2)n o~kfl n
kn ,~,fl) = (q2;qE)k(O~fl;q2)k+.+l/2 
Uk~-)(~,fl) = q2k. (qa;q2)~ o~kfl. 
(q2; q2)k (~Xfl; q2)k + ~ + 3/2 
(2.13) 
2qbx(q-2k, q-2n;q;q2, q~-~), 
2qbx(q-2k, q-2n;q3;q2,~fl). 
(2.14a) 
(2.14b) 
In deriving these results, use has been made of the following transformation rule for the 2tkl series 
1-15-]: 
2 ~) 1 (qa, qb; qC; q, Z) = (qa + b - c Z; q)c - a - b 2 ~ 1 (qC - a, qC - b; qC; q, q, + b- ~ Z). (2.15) 
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A biorthogonality relation involving two terminating series z4h is now easily derived by 
combining the results (2.12) and (2.14). One just needs to recall that eq(z) Eq( - -  z) = 1, from where it 
follows that 
U(~,fl) gr( - ~, - fl) = 1. (2.16) 
Apply now both sides of this identity, e.g., on h2,, to find 
(~kn = ~ Uk(;-)((Z, f l )U~; ) (  -~ ,  - - f l ) -  (2.17) 
1=o 
After some simplifications and the redefinition w = q2/o~fl, one arrives at the formula 
6k. = (--1)k qktk+ l)w -k (q;q2)k ~ ( --1)l q ltl+l)+2t" (q;qZ)l 
(q2; q2)k l = 0 (q2, q2)l ( q2 /w ' q2)n + l + 1/2 
× 2~bl (q- 2k, q- 21; q; q2, q2w) 2d?~ (q- 2., q- 21; q; q2, w). (2.18) 
Let us introduce now the following set of q-polynomials 
~k/2] ( -- 1)t qltl- l)(q2;t; q2)k_l Z k _ 21 
~k ta) (q; Z) -- egg(q; q2a; Z) = ~ , (2.19) 
l = 0 (q2  q2)t(q; q)k- El 
with ~x]l the integer part of x. They reduce to the usual Gegenbauer polynomials as q --+ 1 -. The 
matrix elements (2.12) and (2.14) can be conveniently rewritten in terms of these cg~a)(q; z); explicitly 
(+) q(k +n)2 +k-n (q; q)2. o~k flnc~t2kn-k) (q; ~ )  Ukn (0~, fl) = (q2;qZ)n+k 
(2.20) 
Ukt~-)(~,fl) = _q,k+.+l)~+k-, (q;q)2.+l ~//,V/Tficg2tk-gTk-1)(q;___qc__~ 
(q2 ;qZ)n+k+l  \ X/O~p/ 
and 
,+) q2t,z.+a) (q; q)2. otkfl" ~,-,-k){,,,. l___l__'~ 
k, (a, fl) = (qZ;qZ)"+t(Ctfl;qZ)k+"+l/z~zt \u 'X /~ J '  
0ktn) (~, f l )=  __q2(2k+1)(n+l) (q;q)z.+a akfl" 1){.  1 "~ 
(q2; q2)n+k + l (O~fl; q2)k +,+ 3/= x/@c-g~2k~- Tk- \q ' - -~}"  
(2.21) 
To get (2.21) from (2.14), one needs to use the following transformation formula for a terminating 
24'1 series [20]: 
2~b 1(q -", b; c; q, z) = ( - 1)" q- "(" + 1)/2 (b; q)n Z n 2 qb 1 (q-", q I -./C; q I -,,/b; q, q" + 1 c/bz). 
(c;q). 
(2.22) 
Also, note that :  q2n~t2nn-k) = q2kC~t2kn-k) and ~a2n(~-(-n-k-'~'2n + 1 1) = "/a2k(~ ( -n -k -~2k  + 1 1) 
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The polynomials (2.19) obey the three-term recurrence relation 
(1 ~k+l~ t , , .z) -  (1 -  q2~+ -- tl JOk+l'~"l' k)) zC~'~) (q; z) -'l- qk -  1(1 - -  n22+k-  1~(~ (2) "/ ! k -  1 (q; z) = 0 ,  (2.23) 
and thus form a set of orthogonal polynomials. Indeed, they can be expressed in terms of q-Jacobi 
polynomials. One easily finds that 
c~(;t) t,~- Z) = ( --  1) k qk(k - 1) (q2,~; q2)k qEZ - 1; 
2k 'o'/, (q2; qE)k Pk( z2; q- 1, q2), (2.24a) 
(~(z) (q;z) ( -  1)kqk(k-1)(q2Z;q2)k+l Zpk(z2;q, 22-1;q2), (2.24b) 
2k + 1 = (1 -- q) (q2; q2)k 
where 
pn(X; a, b; q) = 2~bl (q -n, abqn+ 1; aq; q, qx) (2.25) 
are the little q-Jacobi polynomials [2, 15]. The r.h.s, of (2.24) are actually proportional the big 
q-Jacobi polynomials P~Z- 1/2,2- 1/2) (Z; 1, 1 : q). In fact, one also finds: 
~Z)(q; z) = (q2; q2)k(q2Z; q)k p~Z- 1/2. z- 1/2)(z; 1, 1 : q), (2.26) 
(q; q)k (q2Z+ 1; q2)k 
where in general [2] 
P~a'b)(x; c,d : q) = cn q -n(~+ l) (q2"+ z; q2),, 3¢2 ( q-n, qn+~+b+ X, X q,,+ l; qa+ d qa+ l; q'q) 
From the orthogonality relation obeyed by P~,a'b)(x; C, d'q), [2] one easily derives that 
f XlC~(k'~'(q; z)~'~)(q; z)(q2z2; q2),~- l/2 dqz 
= 2q.(n- 1)/2 (q2, q2)z_ 1/2 (q2;t; q)n (1 -- q2a) 
(-~q~ (1 -qZ(-T;-.))6k.. 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
3. Properties of the q-Gegenbauer polynomials 
The definition of the q-analogs cg (X)(q; z) of the Gegenbauer polynomials given in the last section 
arose naturally in our analysis of the metaplectic representation of qlq(su(1, 1)). We shall now 
present properties of these polynomials that can be derived from this algebraic interpretation. 
From formula (2.19), one directly obtains the q-difference quation that the polynomials 
cg ~X)(q; z) satisfy 
[(1 -- q2a + 1 z2)D f + q2Z +, (1 -- q") z] cg (Z)(q; z) = (1 -- q2a +.- 1) c~(z_), (q; z), 
(3.1) 
[(1 -- q2X +, z2)Oz+ _ ql -.(1 - q2Z +.) z] cg (Z)(q; z) = - qX -n(1 _ q n- 1 ) ~(a+) 1 (q; z). 
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Also note that in the special case qa= 0, Eq. (2.19) gives the so-called discrete q-Hermite 
polynomials 1-15] (up to a normalization factor): 
Hk(q; z) = (q; q)k C~k(q; 0; Z) 
Ek/2~ ( _ 1)lqm- 1)(q; q)k 
= ~ Z k-2l (3.2) 
1 = 0 (q2; q2)l (q;  q)k- 2t 
These polynomials allow to sum the 1.h.s. of Eq. (2.11). In fact, quite in general one laas 
Eq2( -- r/(O~+) 2 z" = r/"/2 n ,  (q; zr/- 1/2). (3.3) 
For negative 11, i.e. when the variable zr/- 1/2 takes imaginary values, the polynomials H, are still 
defined I-3]. Inserting the result (3.3) back into Eq. (2.11), together with the explicit expressions 
(2.12) of the matrix elements rf t-+)t~, fl), one obtains two additional relations connecting the ~kn ~,  
q-Gegenbauer polynomials with the discrete q-Hermite polynomials. Introducing for convenience 
the new variables w 2 = ccq2z 2, x 2 = q2/ocfl, one gets 
w 2 
Eq2(-~)H2n(q, iwX~q2 / 
= (-- 1)" ~ q(,+k)(,+k-1) (q;q)2, (-n-k)["l" X ~ W 2k (3.4a) 
k=O (q2;q2)n+kvZk t~l' J , 
W 2 iwx~ 
Eq~(-~)H2,+ (q; , -U /  
C~3 
i ( - -1 )  "+1 ~ q(,+k+l)(,+k) (q;q)z,+z ~(-, -k-1)(q;x)w2k+Z (3.4b) 
'~'2k + 1 k = o (q2; q2), +k + 1 
If k/> n, then ~(2k"-k)(q;x) and ~Zk~t-"-k-1)(q; x ) +  1 are polynomials in x of degree 2n and 2n + 1, 
respectively. In particular, for n=O the relations (3.4) imply c£~-k)t"X~2k ~,  = q-2k and 
(~(-k-2k+ 1 1)(q; X) = __ xq-2(2k+ 1)(1 __ q2(k+ 1))/(1 - q), results that can also be directly derived from 
(2.19). 
Further formulas involving the polynomials ~(a)(q;z) can be obtained by observing that the 
matrix elements U(kn +- ){0~,, ~) and Ukg- ( + )(ct, fl) themselves define models for the metaplectic representa- 
tion of ~(su(1,  1)) on the spaces Wt -+). In fact, one can check that the following operators: 
k = q2t+I/2T~-2T~, 
e= -q2f l (1 -TF2) ,  
f=  _ q2 1(1 _ T -2 )  q_ q2tfl[(1 -t- q-1)T02 - q2t-1(1 + q2T~)T-2]TZ2T~, 
(3.5a) 
(3.5b) 
(3.5c) 
acting on the basis functions 
hit), = (3.6) 
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k = q2t+3/2T~-2T~, (3.7a) 
_ q2 ~ (1 - T ;2 ) ,  (3.7b) e 
1(1 -- T~ -2) -k- q2lfl[(1 -4- q )T~ - q2t+t(1 + q2Z~)Za-2]T~-2Z~,  (3.7c) f= q2 
acting on the basis functions 
h~ +1 (~,/3) = Uff~( ~,/3), (3.8) 
satisfy the relations (2.9). The expression of the operators in (3.5) and (3.7) can be derived using the 
properties (1.6) of the q-exponentials. For example, from (1.6b) one sees that 
_q2  1 (1 - Tf  z) U(e,/3) = U(cx,/3)e. (3.9) 
This amounts to the following identities between matrix elements 
_ 1 _ i . r~+j i , , ,  _ _q2 . -1 )  q2~(1 Ty  z) /3)=(1 q2")(1 U~.+21(~,/3), (3.10a) 
_q :  1 (1 - T#- 2) U~,--)(~,/3) = (1 - q2, + 1)(1 - q2,) U~-) 1(c~,/3), (3.10b) 
which corresponds to the second relation in (2.9) under the identifications (3.6) and (3.8). To derive 
(3.5c) and (3.7c), one first acts with - q2(1/~)(1 - T~- 2) on U(~,/3) to get U(~,/3) eq~( -/3e)fEq~(/3e), 
and then shows that 
eq~( -- fle)f Eq~(fle) = f -- /3(1 -k  2 - f e) + fl2k2e, (3.11) 
with the help of the following formula [1]: 
eq((X) YEq( - (X)  = .~=o ~ [X, Y ],, (3.12) 
where 
[X ,Y ]o=Y,  [X ,y ] .+ I=X[X ,Y ] . -q" [X ,Y ] ,X  for n = 1,2, .... 
Similar results are obtained using ~/},-+ ~(e, fl). 
From the realizations (3.5) and (3.7) of q/~(su(1, 1)) one can easily derive identities involving the 
polynomials cg~aj(q; z). Insert (3.5b), (3.6) and (3.7b), (3.8) in the second relation of (2.9); after some 
simple manipulations one gets: 
(1 - q2;~+nTz)~tn;~)(q; z )  - -  (1 - q2 ; t )Cgn la+ l~(q; z). (3.13) 
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Similarly, inserting (3.5c), (3.6) and (3.7c), (3.8) in the third relation of (2.9), one obtains 
[q2a+ az2(q, - Tz) -- (1 - Tz) - q(1 - -q ' -2a- , ) ]  (~a)(q; z) 
= q3-n (1 - -  q2a+.- 1)( 1 _ q2 ,~+n-  2) 
(1 - q2Z- 1) c¢~a- 1)(q; z). (3.14) 
Since we have models for the representation (2.9), from the general definition of the matrix 
elements (2.11), one can write, e.g., using (3.5): 
oo 
fl)"  hz,(x,y ) = ~. fl), (3.15) 
k=O 
(+) where the model independent matrix elements Ok, (a, fl) are still given by (2.14a). This allows 
deriving further identities involving the polynomials (~)(q; z). To this end, one needs to evaluate 
explicitly the 1.h.s. of (3.15), i.e. to compute directly the action of ~'(a, fl) on the basis functions (3.6), 
when the algebra generators e and fare  realized as in (3.5), with a and fl being replaced by x and y, 
respectively. We shall consider here only the simple case a = 0, for which 
ft, - k (q; q ) .  
Ukt+)(0'fl) = (q2;q2),,-k (q;q)2k' n ~ k. (3.16) 
The action of ~'(0,fl)-= eq~( -  q2(fl/y)(1- Ty-2)) on the basis function t,~ot,. ,.2,~,y) of (3.6) can be 
computed with the help of the following summation formula (]fl/y] < 1): 
1 
eq,( - qZ (fl/y)(1 - Ty-Z))y" = y" ( _ q2 fl/y; q2)_, 
= q-.(.-1)( _ y/fl;q2).fl,. (3.17) 
One finds 
eq~(- q2(fl/y)(1 -2 (0 -- Ty )) h2n(X, y ) 
__ qk~k- 1) (q; q2)~ 
(q2;q2)k (-- y/fl;q2)~xkfl~ae~2(q-2k, q-2n, O;q, -- q2(1-~)fl/y;q2, q4/xy). (3.18) 
Insert now this result and the explicit expressions (2.20) and (3.16) for the matrix elements U[~-)(x, y) 
and O'~)(0,fl) in (3.15); setting u = q/x /~ and w - - qa(X-~)fl/y, one finally gets, after suitable 
simplifications: 
[k + n I (W, q2)n3~2(q-2k, q-2n, O;q,w;q2, u 2) 
tl q2 
= ~ (_  1)lq,l_l)+2k(~_l+X) k + n Wl~(_k_~+l)l,~.U) ' (3.19) 
l = 0 l q2 2k 1 *-'/, 
where 
[m I (q2;qZ)m n q~ = (qZ;q2),,(q2;q2)m-,, (3.20) 
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is the q-binomial coefficient. Similar results are obtained using the model (3.7). The details of the 
calculation are similar to the ones described before, we shall therefore only give the final formula: 
I k + n + 11 (1 - -  q2(k+l)) 2X n q~ -(1~-- ~ (w;q jn3dP2(q-2k, q-2",O;q3, w;qZ, u 2) 
k+n+l E 1 : bl ~" (__ 1)lql(l_l)+2t(k+l)(n_l+2)_l] k + n + 1 ,~ /~-k - .+t -  Z=O 1 q2 " ~2k+X ll(q;u) • (3.21) 
These are just a few examples of the many identities that can be obtained from the quantum 
algebra interpretation of the q-orthogonal polynomials c£~Z)(q; u) that we have provided. Our aim 
was to show the usefulness and simplicity of this approach, without pretending to be exhaustive. 
Further discussions on the connection between quantum algebras and q-special functions can be 
found in [5-14, 17, 18]. 
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